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ffi
Answer the following questions

1) Evaluate the following integrals:
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2) Show that the following special functions:
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iii) p(m,n) = Zjt*i" 0\2*-r lcos0'S2o-L d0
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3) Expand the function f (x) - 1s,a in Legendre polynomials.

4)Consider the Hermite Equation of order 5t y'-Zty' +10y-$ . Find the solution

satisfring the initial conditions ds:l , ctt:O.

5)Write the expansion of the hypergeometric functionF(a,b;c;z), and then prove that

the following expansion: F(Il2rIl2;3l2;z')- 
sin-'z 
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6)Find the general solution of Bessel's differential equation

z,zY'+zY'+(z ' -n 'yY -o
where n+0r+lr+2r...

7) Let u(x,t)represent the temperature of a very thin rod of length n , whichis placed

on the interval 0 < x 1n , atposition x and.time r. The PDE which govems the heat

distribution is given by * = !0u -7 -J  
0x '  k  a t '

where il , x , t and k ate given in proper units. We further assume that both ends are

insulated; that is, u(O,t)-u(n,t)=0are imposei "boundary condition,, for t>0. Given

an initial temperature distribution of u(x,O)=2sin 4x-llsin7x, for 0(x( /8, vse

the technique of separation of variables to find a (non-trivial) solution, u(x,t).

B)Find the eigen values and eigen functions of the equation:

y"  -  41y '  +  4)"2y -Q, .y(0)  = 0,  .y (1)+y ' (1)= g

With my best wishes -.Dr. Eng. Rizk Masoud


